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Abstract
Summary The use of tires is limited, on the one hand, by their geometric wear, which is interpreted by
vehicle users as the tread height, on the other hand, as a result of aging processes. There is an intrinsic magnetic
field around the tire. This specific feature of the tire can be interpreted as the magnetic pattern of the tire. The
aim of the research was to determine the influence of operation on the distribution of magnetic induction around
the tire. The tests were carried out on new tires and after a specific operational mileage. The obtained results in
the form of spatial images of the distribution of the magnetic field force lines of new tires and after a specific
operational mileage allowed to visualize the differences in their technical condition, which were not possible
to observe using other research methods.
Keywords: tire, magnetism, wear
List of Symbols/Acronyms
B – induction vector which consists of so many
projection as used in utilized magnetic sensor
design (in this investigations 3)
Bk – particular projection of B, i.e. Bk can be either: Bx,
By, or Bz;
h – distance from magnetic sensor to steel belt;
i – index of specific sample in circumferential magnetic
profile;
k – projection name: x, y or z.;
MDq – parameter of magnetic circumferential profile
given by (1) and explained in figure 3
N – number of samples in circumferential magnetic
profile;
w – angle of rotation;

some layers of steel wires of diameter varying from
0.1mm up to 0.5mm. In every layer the single wires
or twisted wires are arranged parallel and embedded
in rubber. There are at least two sheets lying one
above the top of other. The wires in one sheet are
aligned at some specific angle to the other. If looking
from above it looks like mesh, which buckles the tire.
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1. INTRODUCTION
7mm

Tires used in automobiles, which an example is
shown in Figure 1. Are build using parts of different
properties. Some elements of tire (tread, arm, side)
are used to provide flexibility and assumed damping
and the other (steel belt/belts, cords) are used to
assure directional stiffness and form when under
specific loads [27, 28].
A wide range of materials are used to
manufacture tire and tire components. One of
distinguished element is so called steel belt. It
consists of steel elements, which reminds simple
wires, but often they are twisted by two or even more
to add rigidity. The name “steel belt” is confusing
because it is not a belt in common sense but rather
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Fig. 1. Crossection of tire and top-view of a layers
in steel-belt structure

The steel belt is strong and therefore it is placed
beneath of the thread. During wheels rotation the
steel mesh deforms similarly (but not the same) as
tread. The deflection of the tire during car’s
movement depends on many factors: mainly on
static and dynamic load and tires radial stiffness
which is related to pumping pressure [19, 1, 16].
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Combining three facts: (1) that the steel belt is
beneath the tread, (2)deflects with it as the complete
wheel rotates (3) the deflection may not be the same
(but similar) because of the rubber thickness
between belt and tread, can lead to thesis, that tire
wear can be judged by steel belt’s properties.
One of such property can be the tire’s magnetic
signature. It comes from both rotation in Earth’s
magnetic field and form Villari effect as the belt
flexes and changes orientation. The Earth’s
induction varies from 25µT to 60µT [20, 25, 14].
The rotation frequency of the wheel can vary from
almost 0 Hz to even up to 50Hz in case of sport cars
[8,22] but the belt flexing in tire-ground contact area
can achieve even 7 times more. Combined influence
can change the steel belt magnetic field value [17]
and its signature [22]. The changes in magnetic field
signature can be very fast and dramatic judging by
magnetic profiles and surfaces [17, 18, 10, 25].
There are some measurement techniques which
can be applied. For example Stankowski [9], Jacobs
et al. [10] and Kawase et al. [12, 13], used hand held
devices and also instruments combined with fixtures
to handle and rotate the wheel and measure magnetic
profile acquired in time domain [7, 23]. Other
method is proposed by Brol et al. in [2] (Fig 2).

1. INSTRUMENTS AND METHODS
1.1. The sensor
3-axis anisotropic magnetoresistive HMC5883L
sensor is utilized [9,27]. It is selected because of
selectable measurement range, low price, and data
transmission using I2C bus. The maximum sampling
frequency is 160Hz. The sensor’s resolution and
accuracy is 0.48 10-7T and 2 10-7T accordingly.
1.1. Measurement method
For this investigations magnetic plane scans (2D)
were selected as method of tire’s magnetic field
measurement over thread (and steel belt), which is
depicted in Figure 3. As it also can be seen this
method allows simultaneously to measure cross and
circumferential profiles of vector B as well [21]
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Fig. 2. Device for magnetic profiles
measurement and with ability to perform
scan of magnetic surface over steel-belt [2]

The measurement is made in angle of rotation
domain and allows to measure circumferential and
cross profiles as well as magnetic plane scan over
tread and steel belt which is located beneath tire’s
tread. Different sensors were used for this measure
described also in [24, 29]. The rebuild and improved
measurement system will be discussed in next
sections of this article.

j
Fig. 3. Schematic of magnetic circumferential
profile measurement (1D) and magnetic plane
measurement (2D)

To be precise, the B vector can consist of many
projections of B. This depends on sensor design,
specifically in number of measurement axis (for
example 3 of them: Bx, By, Bz). Therefore the
circumferential magnetic profile can consists of one
of four profiles, namely Bx, By, Bz and |B|.
The plane measurement method is the (2D)
spatial scan over thread’s surface. The scan is
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usually made on area defined by circumference of
tire and (usually) width of tread. The result of such
measurement is so called magnetic surface and it
consists of finite number of circumferential profiles
measured at selected tread width. Measurement of B
in angle domain using the device new design (Figure
4) provide desired repeatability of measurement of
circumferential profiles [6]. Moreover angular
velocity can’t be too high because of centrifugal
force which can cause inaccuracies induced by
vibrations [3, 4, 11, 15, 26] therefore a rotational
speed controller is utilized.
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Fig. 5. Properties of object of investigations and
measurements time and distance (please refer Fig. 8 for
precise distance of additional measurements)

There were winter tires used. This is because
usually this kind of tires has no twisted wires in steel
belt mesh. Therefore a much faster reaction to tread
wear was expected. Moreover winter tyre’s rubber
wears faster when exploited on summer rough roads.
And this is rather important if time of experiment
(very long) is taken into account. All wheels were
exploited on the same position in a car, and its
alignment in relation to hub were kept the same
during experimentation.

b)
Table 1. Measuring device mechanical characteristics
Parameter
Range
Comment
Rims
12’’to 30’’
Light alloys, steel
Rotational
speed of
spindle
Max angular
resolution
Circumferential
resolution
Fig. 4. Original measurement device schematic
(a). 1—main shaft, 2—fastening nut, 3-wheel,
4—bearing, 5,7—sprockets, 6—electric motor,
8—encoder, 9—encoder’s base plate, 10—
arm, 11—foot, 12—locking screws, 13—leg,
14—guide, 15—electric motor, 16—sensor,
17—slide, 18—pol. (b) Original photo of
measuring device.

The final parameters of complete measurement
device is provided in Table 1.
3. THE EXPERIMENT
3.1. The object
There were 4 wheels by the same vendor
exanimated mounted on steel rims. The exploitation
parameter were as depicted on Figure 5.

0.104 to 0.314 rad/s 0.5 ÷ 1.5 rpm, 0.25
rpm increment
Up to 4096 samples per 0.087o , selectable
rot.
±0.0015 rad
0.25 to 0.6 mm

Related to wheel’s
free radius during
measurement

Type of
magnetic
sensor

3D
Anisotropic,
(3 Cartesian proj. of B) magnetoresist.
HMC 5883L

Sensor
dimensions

3.0mmx3.0mmx0.9mm LxWxH

Range and
resolution of
magnetic
sensor

From ±1.5∙10-4Tto
±8.1∙10-4T,12bit

Greatest std.
dev. of 4095
samples
measured at
stop

±1.9∙10-7T

Max of std. dev.
Meas. on x,y, and z
axis

Distance to
thread surface,
h

10 to 300mm

Additional fixture
can be used

Width of tread
(w) at
measurement

0 to 220mm

Additional fixture
can be used
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3.2. Experiment
The car was undergo normal exploitation in
European circumstances. Daily distance was about
14km-25km in urban and sub-urban conditions. One
fourth of the distance was made with constant speed
about 90km/h and rest of it at 50km/h. During
experiment long trips were also made, which
contribute into total mileage. The pressure were
monitored every week, and restored if needed always
in cool tires.
3.3. Analysis course
In this investigations only change of magnetic
signature of the front wheels were shown. This is
because the front wheels are more loaded statically
and also undergo much more torsional and side
forces than the rear’s. Moreover because of not
exchanging the wheels every season (that means
front with rear) the wear of the front wheels is more
distinctive [5].
During analysis the magnetic signatures of
magnetic planes (2D) of Bx, By, Bz and resultant |B|
of B vector were analysed.

one used in investigations) with McPerson’s strut
suspension in which toe-in is preferred.
The change in magnetic field amplitude
distribution is more obvious if considering Bx
component on Figure 7. Through 0.5 yr the changes
are little and subtle, but after 1 yr the changes are
more distinctive. The Bx component is
perpendicular do rotation direction therefore
conclusion can be drawn out that this kind of changes
can be an effect of lateral forces affecting the wheel.
Moreover the changes are concentrated on outer side
of wheel where also the wear is by 10% greater.

4. THE RESULTS
The first observation made was fact, that this
particular tires show walls of local maxima for every
component and resultant B remaining from new to
wear tires as can be seen on Figure 6.
FL (PL)

CPMPARISON , REGULAR CASE
|B|
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x10-7T

Skewed maxima
and minima
lines
x10-7T

|B|

1/2year

x10-7T
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Distorted
maxima and
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Fig. 5. Magnetic signatures of Bx components for
measured planes (2D) of front left (FR) wheel.

This means that all B components are in phase
and can be considered as remaining after production
process. Surprisingly the maxima walls are not
perpendicular to direction of rotation but skewed at
some angle. And this angle changes during
exploitation especially at edges of the tire’s steel belt
after 1 yr of exploitation. This is the first premise that
magnetic signature changes with time of
exploitation. More harder is to explain this
phenomena because it can be caused at least by two
factors lateral forces created by toe in wheel aligning
or by tread wear which de facto is non-uniform and
is about 10% grater at outer sides of front wheels.
This is usual situation for front drive cars (like this

Fig. 7. Magnetic signatures of B components
and resultant for measured planes (2D) of
front left (FR) wheel.

It is worth noting (even if it is out of scope of
this paper), that the rear wheels show almost the
same changes in magnetic signature with exception
that there is no side where the amplitude changes
are concentrated.
There is also an exception in investigation. After
one year of exploitation an singularity appeared in
magnetic signature of the front left wheel. It has
typical shape of magnetic field change (Bx and By
components) and maximum for Bz component
(marked areas on Figure 8). It can be a sign of
increased stresses acting on belt structure or sign of
it delamination. We are more convinced to the
second option but at the time both possibilities have
the same probability.

Fig. 8. Magnetic signatures of B components
and resultant for measured planes (2D) of
front left (FR) wheel.
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Since amplitude distribution analysis shows
already that there is no relation with time of
exploitation then the spatial properties seems to be
‘sensitive’ to it therefore in the next part of
investigations parameters of magnetic profiles.
Especially the spatial ones and the hybrid were used
as defined in [2].
The MDq parameter given by (1) appeared to be
sensitive to time of exploitation and to distance
travelled (mileage), but there is a catch: this is a
hybrid parameter, so both spatial and amplitude
properties influences their value.
1
∑𝑁 |𝐵𝑘,𝑖 − 𝐵𝑘,𝑖−1 |
𝑀𝐷𝑞 =
(1)
2𝜋𝑁 𝑖=2
Therefore it was decided to normalize the profile
first to new range from 0..1 and calculate the MDq
after normalization. The results are shown on Figure
9a and 9b.
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